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TRUE BLUE 2
To make a complete sale to a customer, you need a great base product with the 
ability to add on to the sale with coordinating items. This everyday album allows 
you and your customer to fi nd a perfect design for their occasion, add a return 
address label, include a sticker for the gift bag for the party and then add a fold note 
for the “thank you” after the event – all with a matching theme and personalized!   

This album features digital photo cards, “Save the Date” selection and even 
personalized magnets. This album “True-ly” has it all.

DinKEY LIME ANYTIME
Fun everyday patterns, theme-oriented designs, popular color combinations 
and a large selection of interesting fonts make this album of must-have for your 
customers. Digital photos for use on everyday products is the main focus – and 
the multiple use of a design on many different coordinating products makes this a 
very useful album to have in your store.    

All the everyday themes are here, from bridal to baby – with a large variety of all-
occasion patterns to make this album perfect everytime…anytime!

MERRY BERRY JOLLY HOLLY-DAY
This album is a complete album for your customers’ holiday needs!                     
From digitally printed photo cards to greeting cards to return address stickers 
to gift stickers, each design is available with many accessories to make it a 
complete sale. 

Our website enables dealers to easily upload customers’ photographs to be 
printed directly on their products.
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To make a complete sale to a customer, you need a great base product with the 
ability to add on to the sale with coordinating items. This everyday album allows 
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Fun everyday patterns, theme-oriented designs, popular color combinations 
and a large selection of interesting fonts make this album of must-have for your 
customers. Digital photos for use on everyday products is the main focus – and 
the multiple use of a design on many different coordinating products makes this a 
very useful album to have in your store.    

All the everyday themes are here, from bridal to baby – with a large variety of all-
occasion patterns to make this album perfect everytime…anytime!
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True Blue 2
To make a complete sale to a customer, you need a great base product with the 
ability to add on to the sale with coordinating items. This everyday album allows 
you and your customer to find a perfect design for their occasion, add a return 
address label, include a sticker for the gift bag for the party and then add a fold note 
for the “thank you” after the event – all with a matching theme and personalized!   

TRUE BLUE 2 features digital photo cards, a “save the date” selection and our 
popular “Dick and Jane” collection.   This album “True-ly” has it all..

dinKeY lime AnYTime
Fun everyday patterns, theme-oriented designs, popular color combinations 
and a large selection of interesting fonts make this album of must-have for your 
customers. Digital photos for use on everyday products is the main focus – and 
the multiple use of a design on many different coordinating products makes this a 
very useful album to have in your store.    

All the everyday themes are here, from bridal to baby – with a large variety of all-
occasion patterns to make this album perfect everytime…anytime!

BERRy MERRy JoLLy HoLLy-DAy
This album is a complete album for your customers’ holiday needs!                     
From digitally printed photo cards to greeting cards to return address stickers 
to gift stickers, each design is available with many accessories to make it a 
complete sale. 

our website enables dealers to easily upload customers’ photographs to be 
printed directly on their products.


